South/West

how to find us

Lenze Vertrieb GmbH
Zettachring 2a
70567 Stuttgart-Möhringen
Phone +49 (0)7 11/719 161-0
Fax
+49 (0)7 11/719 161-50
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Hotels
Mercure Hotel Stuttgart Airport Messe
Eichwiesenring 1/1
70567 Stuttgart
Phone (+49)711/72 66 0
Fax
(+49)711/72 66 444
www.mercure.com

Waldhotel Stuttgart
Guts-Muths-Weg 18
70597 Stuttgart-Degerloch
Phone (+49)711/18 57 20
Fax
(+49)711/18 57 24 00
www.waldhotel-stuttgart.de
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NH Hotel Stuttgart Airport
Bonländer Hauptstraße 145
70794 Stuttgart
Phone (+49)711/77 81 0
Fax
(+49)711/77 81 555
www.nh-hotels.de
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Tip

Arrival information

Coming by car
Coming from Heilbronn/Karlsruhe/Singen:
˘	Take the A8 to Munich and leave the motorway
at Exit 52 for Stuttgart-Degerloch/Moehringen
(Careful: dual exit)
Coming from Munich:
˘ Take the A8 to Stuttgart and leave the
motorway at Exit 52b for Stuttgart-Degerloch
For everyone:
˘	Follow the B27 in the direction of Stuttgart-Zentrum
and turn off at the Stuttgart-Fasanenhof exit
˘ Turn right at the traffic lights
˘	Turn right at the "Lidl" supermarket (do not go onto
the ring road) and drive along Schelmenwasenstrasse
˘ At the end of Schelmenwasenstrasse, turn left into Zettachring
˘ There are parking spaces directly in front of building number 2a
˘ We are on the 4th floor
Coming from the centre of Stuttgart
˘ Take the B27 and turn off at the Fasanenhof exit
˘ Turn left after exiting
˘	Turn right at the "Lidl" supermarket (do not go onto the ring road) and
drive along Schelmenwasenstrasse
˘ At the end of Schelmenwasenstrasse, turn left into Zettachring
˘ There are parking spaces directly in front of building number 2a
˘ We are on the 4th floor
Travelling by public transport
˘	Take the U6 light-rail train (heading in the Fasanenhof direction) from
Stuttgart's main railway station (Hauptbahnhof)
˘	Continue as far as the terminus: Fasanenhof/Schelmenwasen
(Business Park)
˘ From there, it is around 5 minutes walk to Zettachring 2a
˘ We are on the 4th floor
Have a good trip!

